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Abstract

   are commonplace in a modern society. Hydrocar-
bon contamination has a widespread effect on animals and plants depending on the urban
ecosystems and their resources. Despite the history of petroleum use, the research band of
the eld has been relatively narrow and has concentrated on heavy metal contamination.

e aimof the thesis is to create a simpli edmethod to predict the distribution and intens-
ity of hydrocarbon contaminations that could be utilised by people working in the related
industry or by officials.

e prediction of the distribution and intensity of hydrocarbon contamination in the soil
using geographic information systems is studied using available public sector remediation
reports. A total of 19 reports are inspected and information within them is transferred into
a computer so ware.

e major factor affecting hydrocarbon contamination values is the distance from a con-
tamination point source. Results show there is a possibility to create a simpli ed prediction
model based on a few available factors, such as the distance from the source and the eld
test results. e accuracy of such a model is sufficient for day-to-day based operations of the
industry and officials.

e study suggests that companies and officials working with hydrocarbon contaminated
soil should implement in geographic information systems to the planning of contaminated
environments. e study recommends greater emphasis on quality control to providemean-
ingful data for future studies.



Tiivistelmä

 -  yleinen ongelma nyky-yhteiskunnassa. Hiilivedyillä
on haitallinen vaikutus kaupunkiekosysteemien luonnonvaroista riippuvaisiin eläimiin ja
kasveihin. Polttonesteiden pitkään jatkuneesta käytöstä huolimatta pilaantuneiden maa-
alueiden tieteellinen tutkiminen onpääasiassa keskittynyt raskasmetallien haittavaikutusten
tutkintaan.

Tämän lopputyön tarkoitus on luoda yksinkertainen menetelmä hiilivedyillä pilaantu-
neiden maa-alueiden laajuuden sekä voimakkuuden ennustamiseen. Menetelmän tulee olla
myös sellainen, että sitä voisivat käyttää sekä alalla toimivat yritykset että viranomaiset.

Hiilivedyillä pilaantuneen maa-alueen laajuuden ja voimakkuuden ennustamista on
tutkittu paikkatietojärjestelmän avulla. Aineistona käytettiin 19:ää julkisen sektorin ti-
laamaa kunnostusraporttia.

Merkittävin hiilivetysaastumaan vaikuttava tekijä on etäisyys saastuman pistelähteestä.
Tulokset osoittavat, että yksinkertaistettu ennustamismenetelmä on mahdollista luoda vain
muutaman eri tekijän avulla. Menetelmän tarkkuus on tarpeeksi suuri, jotta sitä voidaan
hyödyntää alan jokapäiväisessä työelämässä.

Tutkimuksen perusteella suositellaan, että alalla toimivat yritykset sekä niitä valvovat vi-
ranomaiset käyttäisivät paikkatietojärjestelmiä suunnitellessaan hiilivedyillä pilaantuneiden
maa-alueiden kunnostamista. Laadunvalvontaa tulisi kehittää enemmän siihen suuntaan,
että syntyvä aineisto olisi käyttökelpoista tulevia tutkimuksia varten.



Preface

   to the eld of soil restoration by accident when I noticed the growing
interest among the Finnish employers towards people with working experience in the eld
in question. is happened in the autumn of 2011. As an Environmental Expert intern at
a Finnish company specialised in restoration of contaminated soil and run by engineers for
engineers, I could not help being exposed to a bit of engineers' type of thinking.

Much of my work were concentrated to sampling on the eld, analysing the samples col-
lected and interpreting the research results. A er a while I started thinking that there must
be a way of integrating some of my knowledge with their expertise to produce something
that would be bene cial to both the employees and the employers.

I analysed the steps connected to a restoration project and noticed that the most tedious
phase of a project was the planning phase when many kinds of estimates were necessary in
order to produce a viable budget, plot future sampling points, and the like.

ey say one should seize the day when it arrives. is is my humble attempt to do so.

Martti Kujansuu
Helsinki, Finland

25 March 2013
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1 Introduction

1.1.1 Background

   re-
lease of hydrocarbon products into the
ecosystems is a problem within various
European Union (EU) countries. Between
the years 2003 and 2009, altogether 19 pet-
roleum spills of over 100 tonnes occurred
within the EU. Out of these six were over
700 tonnes. Although the use of petro-
leum products has grown by 0.22 percent
annually from the year 2000 to 20101, the
long-term statistics show a declining trend
in large scale pipeline and maritime spills.

However, a single spill can still have a
major local effect as shown in the 2009
Plaine-de-la-Crau pipeline fracture; as
much as 73,000 tonnes of contaminated
soil had to be removed to neutralise the
effects of between 4,000 and 5,000 tonnes
of petroleum. Two-thirds of the excavated
soil was transported to a biological treat-
ment centre for processing, the rest was
stored.2 One year a er the accident, the
company operating the pipeline estimated
an expenditure of 50 million euro caused
by the leak and 'tens of millions devoted to
environmental restoration'.3

e European Environment Agency
(EEA) estimates there were some 242,000
sites polluted with various contaminants in
the EU area in 2006. Another 2,925,000
sites were regarded as active and potentially
polluting. ese are active sites le unstud-
ied until termination of their operations.4

1.1.2 Effects of Hydrocarbons on Organ-
isms

   petroleum differs from the use
of other hazardous chemicals in theway that
its distribution network is highly developed
and the product can be purchased without
a license or training. However, the LC50 of
petroleum for aquatic organism has been
determined to be as low as 0.62 mg/l. e
number indicates a concentration which
will kill 50 % of the organisms exposed to
it.

Economically important sh and shrimp
species seem to be more affected by hydro-
carbon contamination than, for example,
mussels and star shes.5 It has been es-
timated that one third of the population
of juvenile pink salmon (Oncorhynchus
gorbuscha) was lost the next year a er the
ExxonValdez oil spill off the coast of Alaska
in 19896.

Hydrocarbons can come into contact
with organisms either through inhalation,
dermal or oral exposure. e lighter frac-
tions have a higher potential to be absorbed
by an organism through all means of con-
tact compared to the heavier fractions.
Depending on the length of the carbon
chain, most of the fractions leave the body
through secretion of urine in a few consec-
utive days. However, some will concentrate
to the fatty tissues and take a longer time to
leave the organism.7
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1.1.3 Extraction of Hydrocarbons

   commonly used methods
to extract unwanted hydrocarbons from
polluted soil: mechanical remediation and
bioremediation. e rst one is a tradi-
tional method used in developed countries
such as Finland, the United Kingdom and
Canada. e contaminated soil is excavated
and transported to specialised land ll or
a treatment centre with an environmental
permit to treat the pollutants.8 , 9 , 10

e latter technique utilises various
micro-organisms to consume the hydrocar-
bon in situ. Bacteria and fungi metabolize
and convert the hydrocarbons into carbon
dioxide and/or other dead-end products.

e particular species of micro-organism
must be chosen based on the special needs
of the remediation site in question. Much
study has been done with the fungi be-
longing to the genus Phanerochaete due to
their natural ability to degrate lignin into
carbon dioxide. Using micro-organisms is
less labour-intensive than excavation as the
organisms can be spread by hand by a single
person instead of the need to bring an entire
excavation crew. However, the operations
are limited by several factors regarding the
growth and metabolisms of the organism
used to convert the hydrocarbons. is
kind of limitation, for example, is low
outside temperatures that the remediated
location might experience in the future of
the remediation.11 , 12

1.2 e Situation in Finland

   of the 1970s,
there were no contingency plans nor re-
sources in case of a land or maritime pet-
roleum spill within Finnish territory. e
situation improved only a er e Min-
istry of Trade and Industry issued suffi-
cient funds to found and equip oil response
bases in all major Finnish coastal cities by
the end of 1971. e rst Finnish manual
on how to treat petroleum spills was pub-
lished in 1970. e costs of the remediation
were paid by the regional government.13

e Environmental Act of 1994 introduced
the concept of tort liability in such cases,
where the normal operations of a company
could result in soil contamination through
a spill.14

In a 2011 ruling the Finnish Supreme
Court deemed the buyer of a contaminated
property is not liable to pay for the remedi-
ation of the contamined soil, but liability
lies with the operator even if the operator
hadnot been the seller of theplot butmerely
the governing body of a national chain.15

e remediation of disused industrial
plots was rst started in Finland during the
1980s. e SOILI program is intended to
target petroleum service stations and was
launched as a 10-year program in 1996 by
the Finnish Petroleum Federation. How-
ever, due to the limited resources and the
large number of target sites, a new program,
called JASKA, has been launched and is ex-
pected to run until the end of 2014.
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e program follows the legend of the pre-
vious SOILI in its essential parts.16

As ofDecember 2012, a total of 1,102 ap-
plications for SOILI remediation had been
posted to various Finnish Centres for Eco-
nomicDevelopment, Transport and theEn-
vironment. Of these sites, 771 (70 % of all)
had been examined and further 383 (35 %)
had been remediated.17

e Finnish legislation dictates binding
threshold and guideline values for the max-
imum amount of petroleum hydrocarbons
in the soil, a er which action must be taken
in order to remediate the soil before any fur-
ther use of the land. e threshold value
for overall petroleumhydrocarbon fractions
(C10-C40) is set to 300 mg/kg.18 A er ex-
ceeding the threshold value, soil is con-
sidered to be contaminated if it is situated in
a residental area. However, risk assesment
can be used to evaluate the true risk to the
surrounding environment. e various con-
tamination values set by the Finnish legisla-
tion are summarised in Table 1.1.

reshold Lower Higher value

C5-C10 - 100 500

C10-C21 - 300 1000

C21-C40 - 600 2000

C10-C40 300 - -

Table 1.1. reshold, lower and higher guideline
values (mg/kg) according to theFinnish legislation
for hydrocarbon contamination.

1.3 Hydrocarbons

   com-
posed of hydrogen (H) and carbon (C)
atoms. All fossil fuels are essentially hy-
drocarbons with deviating H:C ratios. e
crude oil pumped from the ground is called
petroleum.

Petroleum contains hundreds of different
hydrocarbons, which are distilled using
various methods to produce substances
with different desired properties for differ-
ent industries.

Lighter hydrocarbon fractions can be
manipulated using the Fischer–Tropsch
process to produce more complex and
heavier hydrocarbons.19 e most typical
crude oil products are presented in Table
1.2.

1.4 Geographic Information Systems

   from labour-
intensive manual spatial analysis to
computer-based analysis, geographic
information systems (GIS) have been
increasingly used in new eld of science.
Computer-based GIS was developed in
Canada during the 1960s. Its original
purpose was to create thematic maps for the
govermental organizations.20

Geographic information systems can
be utilized in any kind of work involving
spatial values, such as banking and nancial
services, military and urban planning.21 It
enables handling a vast amount of different
kinds of information at the same time or
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separately from each other. is translates
to time-savings compared to the use of
non-GIS techniques and will provide a
useful view to the mechanisms behind a
trend. e technique is o en also used
to make risk assessments in the form of
probability predictions.

However, e.g. Maguire has critised the
use of low resolution data as a base for trend
predictions and decision-making.23

1.5 Literature Review

   hydrocarbons
through the layers of soil has been studied
since the end of the 1980s. Abdul identi ed
some of the preferred subsurface migration
pathways of leaked petroleum products.24

However, the interest in using geographic
information systems (GIS) in soil con-
tamination study has been focusing on the
modelling of heavy metal concentrations
in urban environments. Much of recent
studies in this eld has been done in the
People's Republic of China. For example,
Li et al. and Lee et al. studied the regional
variations of metal contamination using

GIS in a highly urbanized area of Hong
Kong in 2004 and 2006. ey discovered
that GIS spatial analysis was a useful tool
to examine and evaluate the spread of a
contaminant over an area of several kilo-
meters.25,26

e 2007 guide published by the Euro-
pean Union's Institute for Environment
and Sustainability treats soil pollution as
concentrations of heavy metals but makes
no direct references to hydrocarbon pollu-
tion.27

e United States Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (USEPA) studied the suita-
bility of the Dexsil® PetroFLAG™ system for
measuring total petroleum hydrocarbons
(TPH) in contaminated soil.28 Out of the
tested seven eld kits, PetroFLAG™ per-
formed well regarding the costs per tested
sample and the degree of accuracy when
compared to SW-846 (Method 8015B)
laboratory results. Regression models for
converting PetroFLAG™ sample results
to laboratory reference results showed a
high square of the correlation coefficient
when the samples in question were either
contaminated with diesel, weathered diesel

Boiling Point
Range (°C) Product

<30 C1-C4 Natural gas (methane, ethane, propane, butane, LPG)

30-200 C4-C12 Petroleum ether, ligroin, straight-run gasoline

200-300 C12-C15 Kerosene, heating oil

300-400 C15-C25 Gas oil, diesel fuel, lubricating oil, waxes

>400 >C25 Residual oil, asphalt, tar

Table 1.2. Fractions
of typical distillation of
crude petroleum.22
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or gasoline in medium-sand, but low when
themediumwas sandy clay or silty sand and
gravel.

Clayton et al. found that most analytical
instruments designed to measure the dif-
ferent components of hydrocarbons show a
strong linear correlation when the different
measurements are plotted against each
other.29
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2 Aim andObjective

   this study is to assess whether
it is possible to identify factors contributing
to the distribution of hydrocarbons in a soil
a er a spill using statisticalmethods, anduse
the ndings to create aGISmodel to predict
the spread of the contamination and its in-
tensity in any given locationwith reasonable
accuracy.

e need of such a model is unquestion-
able in the future as more and more con-
taminated sites come under remediation.

e aim is not to create a comprehensive
guide to predict contaminations, but to try
to create simpli ed and easy-to-understand
methods for the industry.

e questions the study intends to answer
are related to a number of quantitive val-
ues. How much is the loss in intensity of
a hydrocarbon contamination when mov-
ing away from a point source? How many
factors contribute to the distribution of the
contamination?

GIS was a natural choice as a tool as it
needs tohandle and analyse hundreds of dif-
ferent samples located in hundreds of dif-
ferent locations, o en in a single site. e
choice also enabled the use of existing data
as a starting point for the study.

3Data andMethods

3.1 General

   in this thesis was
extracted from 19 soil remediation pro-
ject reports posted by the Finnish compa-
niesGolderAssociatesOy (hereonGolder),
FCG Design and Engineering Ltd (hereon
FCG) and Ramboll Finland Oy (hereon
Ramboll) between the years 2000 and2012.

e remediation project sites are presented
in Table 6.1.

e remediation reports were picked
from a pre-screened pool of reports in or-
der to remove such reports where no hydro-
carbon contamination measurements were
available. Remediation reports with less
than ve sampling points and/or where the
highest sampled point had a petroleumhyd-
rocarbon content less than 300 milligrams
per kilogram, were also discarded. e pro-
jects were distributed unevenly in Southern
and Central Finland with the largest hot-
spot located in the Greater Helsinki met-
ropolitan area. e reports were provided
by the City of Helsinki, VR Group Oy and
Pöyry Oyj.

e paper sampling maps were digitized
using a atbead scanner and imported to
Esri ArcMap 10 so ware using the Geore-
ferencing tool. Digital maps were impor-
ted to the so ware as they were. Lati-
tude and longitude of individual data points
were then read from the program. Each
data point was classi ed based on its lo-
cation, altitude from the sea level, ver-
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tical depth from the surface, the amount
of petroleum hydrocarbons per kilogram of
sample, grain size, both the horizontal and
the shortest possible distance from a pos-
sible point source and whether the sample
was analysed with a eld test kit or by a la-
boratory.

Point sources were self-identi ed based
on the known location of disused hydrocar-
bon storage structures, maps and the his-
tory of the site. In such cases where no par-
ticular point source could be identi ed, the
sample tested for largest hydrocarbon con-
tamination was chosen to present a point
source. Remediation projects with more
thanonepoint sourcewere divided into sep-
arate sub-projects based on their compass
directions from the centre of the project site
(e.g. "North").

e horizontal distances were determi-
ned using the ArcMap's Point Distance
tool and measured from the centre of the
known point sources. e shortest pos-
sible distances were calculated using the Py-
thagorean theoremusing the horizontal dis-
tances and the vertical depths.

e soil samples had been collected by
trained sampling personnel before or during
remediation projects.

Depending on the project, samples had
been collected either using plastic sampling

tools or by a subcontractor with a mo-
torised drilling rig under supervision of
the sampling personnel. A erwards the
samples were roughly identi ed based on
their estimated grain size. No soil horizon
maps were available in any of the remedi-
ation projects used.

A total number of 388 eld tests were
used at the examined projects. 339 of these
were PetroFLAG™ and 62 HNU tests. e
mean number of eld tests used per project
was 21.1. Likewise the number of labora-
tory tests used in the project numbered at
305 tests. emean number per project was
16.1.

e sampling density was de ned by cal-
culating the surface area con ned by the
sampling points with the Measure an Area
tool. e gure was then divided by the
number of sampling points. Individual re-
mediation sites were divided into smaller
cells. e original sampling density in the
studied sites varied from 0.2 to 8.8 points
per an are. e median amount was 0.9
points per are.

Historically, two different hydrocarbon
eld tests have been used in the companies.

Fig. 3.1. A simplied owchart used as a
basis for analysing the projects.

Project Reports
Field test correlation

DEM model

Point distance Regression analysis

Kriging model
LiDAR

Sampling points

Contamination map
LAStools, ArcGIS 

ArcGIS 
R

R

R
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For example, samples taken by FCG
between June 1996 and October 2005 were
tested using the eld test system manufac-
tured by HNU Nordion Ltd Oy.

e system is based on measuring the
amount of TPH (C10-C40) on a sample
with a color reagent. Its accuracy is limited
to approximately 100 mg per kg.30 Samples
taken a er October 2005 have been tested
using the PetroFLAG™ eld test system
made by Dexsil® Corporation.

e system uses methanol as a reagent to
extract both natural and synthetic hydro-
carbons from a soil sample. e extracted
uid is placed on a reader device that gives

out the TPH (C10-C40) in milligrams per
kg of sample.31, 32

It is assumed here that the sampling per-
sonnel had been instructed on the proper
use of the eld test kits based on their user's
manuals, but the correction formula for the
effect of soil water content when using the
PetroFLAG™ system has not been followed.

Likewise, the choice of the PetroFLAG™
analyser response factor, one that is ap-
propriate for the suspected petroleum
contaminant at a site, seems to have been
o en disregarded, and a response factor of
seven (for motor oil) is used continuously
in the samples tested in the FCG.33

e response factor used to analyse a
particular sample has not been recorded in
any of the available project reports.

e laboratory analyses had been done
by three accredited Finnish laboratories,
ALS Finland Oy, Novalab Oy and SGS
Inspection Services Oy.

ALS uses ISO EN 9377-2 rather than
ISO 16703:2004 gas chromatography used
by Novalab and SGS as the standard for
determinating TPHs. e possible effect
or effects of the two different methods on
the statistical analyses were ignored due
to insufficient data available for a detailed
analysis.

Digital elevation models (DEM) were
created from light detection and ranging
(LiDAR) data supplied free of charge by
the National Survey of Finland. e data
was imported into ArcGIS via Martin Is-
enburg's so ware LAStools. e elevation
model was created with ArcGIS's inverse
distance weighted (IDW) interpolation
algorithm as recommended by Liu et al.
2009.34 e data has an average of at least
0.5 points per squaremeter and an elevation
accuracy of 15 centimeters or better. e
LiDAR data was rendered into DEM using
the default IDW settings with a 1 metre
grid size.

3.2 Correlation of the Field Results

   previously established by
USEPA that PetroFLAG™ results show
certain bias one way or another when
compared to results given by reference
laboratories in methods used in the United
States of America.35 However, there were
only a single, inadequate reference available
on how the PetroFLAG™ results would
compare to ISO 16703:2004 results.36

e relationship between PetroFLAG™
and ISO 16703:2004 analysis results were
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determined using regression analysis in
R-2.15.2 statistical so ware.

To minimise possible biases, no samples
with tested heavy metal contamination
were introduced to the sampling. Likewise
all samples where the PetroFLAG™ had
tested for lower TPHs than the reference
were removed as a human error. 17 percent
of the original data, which included all the
samples where both eld and laboratory
results were available, had tested for lower
TPHs than the reference.

Samples were organised by the amount of
hydrocarbons in the sample, the soil texture
and the type of petroleum fractions. Mul-
tiple recorded soil textures were simpli ed
to two categories: sand and clay. Samples
labelled by the sampling personnel as gravel
and/or sand were classi ed as "sand" and
samples recorded as silt and/or clay as "clay"
according to the classi cation by VTT
Technical Research Centre of Finland.37

e sample size was 181 analysing pairs.
e results are presented in Table 3.1.

e difference between the soil texture
and PetroFLAG™ results was statistically

signi cantwith a p-value less than 0.05. e
relationship in all categories is described
most directly by simple linear equations.

ere was no bene t in terms of higher
correlation factorwhen transforming x-axis,
y-axis or both axes to natural logarithms for
linear regression analysis.

e predictability of the relationship rises
with higher contamination values. It can
also be observed that the predictability is
the lowest with the nest soil texture with
no or few contaminants, but rises to par
with the coarse results a er the amount of
contaminants rises over 300 mg.

 . Fig 3.2. Distribution
of data set points for the correlation ana-
lysis. (a) Sand 0-299 mg. (b) Ibid. 300-
1999 mg. (c) Ibid. >2000 mg. (d) Clay 0-
299 mg. (e) Ibid. 300-2000 mg. (f ) Ibid.
>2000 mg

n r2 p-value

Sand 0-299 mg 85 .49 0.000 Y = 0.2632x + 24.3814

Sand 300-1999 mg 38 .47 0.000 Y = 0.3951x + 178.1103

Sand >2000 mg 9 .76 0.014 Y = 0.9510x - 1219.6760

Clay 0-299 mg 33 .27 0.001 Y = 0.1852x + 25.3583

Clay 300-1999 mg 10 .66 0.001 Y = 0.6500x - 33.2600

Clay >2000 mg 6 .76 0.015 Y = 0.7451x - 42.5890

Table 3.1: e re-
lationship between
PetroFLAG™ (x) and
ISO 16703:2004 (Y)
results
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4 Results

4.1.1 e Effect of Distance

    to the intensity
of the soil contamination was analysed
using the regression analysis in the R-2.15.2
statistical so ware. All such sampling
points situated higher than the point
source as measured from the sea level were
exempted from the study. e altitude in-
formation was modelled from the LiDAR
data with a 0.2 meter contour interval.

e shortest possible distance of the
sampling points from a point source varied
from 0 to 100 meters, with most of them
situated closer than 50 meters from the
source. e distances were plotted against
the measured and correlated (see Chapter
3.2) soil contamination results for statistical
analysis.

e majority out of the 19 remediation
sites showed a high degree of correlation
between the shortest possible distance
and the contamination when tted into a
quadratic equation. In 12 cases out of the
19, between 51 and 98 % of all variation in
the contamination could be explained by
taking only the variations in the distance
from the point source into account.

All sampling sites showed a p-value
greater than 0.05 and the square of the
correlation coefficient of less than .1 when
both contamination and distance scales
were converted into logarithmic scales and
analysed for regression.

e ndings showing the best ts are
presented inTable 6.2. It was unexpected to
nd that all of the equations showed a de-

creasing soil contamination trend until the
values were near or at zero, but increased
again for some length of distance. A trend
frequently observed was that the contamin-
ation sharply dropped a er the rst tens of
meters.

4.1.2 e Effect of Slope

   enough surface sampling
points to analyse the effects of the slope in
relation to the distribution of the contam-
ination.

General observations showed that the
contamination immediately below the sur-
face did not follow the 0.2 meter contours
created from the LiDAR data.

4.2.1 Kriging Interpolation

 created from each re-
mediation site to interpolate contamination
values between the sampling points. Kri-
ging interpolation was chosen over other
availablemethodsmostly based on the avail-
able studies on interpolation algorithms as
published by, e.g. Wenjiao et al.38

Universal Kriging was chosen as the ren-
dering algorithm instead of the Ordinary
Krigingdue to theobservedquadratic trend.

e hydrocarbon contamination scaleswere
transformed to logarithms using ArcMap's
integrated transformer. e transformed
data illustrated more symmetrical histo-
gram than the raw data.
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 . Fig. 4.1. Distribution
of hydrocarbon contamination in four
remediation sites. (a) & (b) Koulume-
stari before and a er transforming into
logarithmic scale. (c) & (d) Kouvola
ibid. (e) & (f ) Jätkänsaari ibid. (g) & (h)
Hermanninranta ibid.

Maps were rendered in three different
scales, 1:250, 1:500 and 1:1500. ere
was not enough quantative data or the
data points were too closely distributed
to render an accurate Kriging map for the
Höyläämötie, Kiteentie, Kokkola Rail-
way Station, Kukonharju, Muusantori,
Ruovedentie, Töölönlahti and Vakkola
sites.

e maps showing the respective inter-
polated maximum contamination values in
the rest of the remediation site are presen-
ted in the appendix in Fig 6.1.1 - 6.2.3.

e rendered spread patterns of the
contaminations are not o en circular, but
rather oval.
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5Discussion

   this study was to create a pro-
cess to predict hydrocarbon contamination
in the soil with some degree of accuracy.

e aim was ful lled. However, it was
acknowledged at the beginning of the study
that the data used in this thesis would be
insufficient in its accuracy for high-degree
accuracy of the distribution of hydrocar-
bon in the soil. e available data was
not created for the study of hydrocarbon
distribution in mind but for day-to-day
operations of commercial companies.

A major issue was that of lacking docu-
mentation in each and every step of the
sampling process. As mentioned before,
none of the sampling maps used contained
clear and accurate coordinates for the
sampled soil locations. Here the only op-
tion was to use the approximate locations
marked on to the sampling maps. When
possible, it is the author's opinion that
soil samples should be taken right beneath
suspected point sources. All additional
samples should be taken at the same depth
(measured from the sea level) or below
as the control sample from the suspected
point source.

Regular grid sampling is preferred for
Kriging.39 Minimum surveying costs are
naturally preferable in many elds of in-
dustry. Hengl and Brus & Heuvelink
recommend a strategy where the sampling
personnel performs a general survey of the
area, and based on the information collec-
ted, creates the kriging model. A er the

locations of the most likely concentrations
of contamination have been established, the
surveyor proceeds to collect the remaining
samples based on the model.40 , 41

e author recommends companies to
implement these routines, which would
allow the creation of more homogeneous
data for research purposes. is requires
better understanding of the needs of the
research community by the sampling per-
sonnel. It may be achieved through greater
emphasis on training of the personnel and
annual audits of both the personnel and the
project reports.
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Table 6.1. Summary of the studied remediation project sites.
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n r2 p-value

Hermanninranta 9 .73 0.009 0.3332x2 - 50.3872x + 1970.8072

Höyläämötie 6 .63 0.106 12.06x2 - 850.86x + 11588.23

Jätkäsaari (North) 8 .78 0.010 1.951x2 - 183.015x + 4069.518

Jätkäsaari (South) 6 .98 0.002 1.152x2 - 195.951x + 8852.816

Kauppakuja 7 .96 0.001 4.792x2 - 182.337x + 1624.011

Kiteentie 6 .02 0.356 -294.5x + 1696.2

Kokkola Railway Station 5 .95 0.026 1.194x2 - 60.139x + 684.632

Kouvola Railway Station 13 .89 0.000 21.31x2 - 1584.04x + 26311.29

Kotka Railway Station (West) 12 .34 0.064 43.51x2 - 582.76x + 2894.21

Kotka Railway Station (East) 12 .51 0.016 31.65x2 - 609.76x + 3242.75

Koulumestari 8 .81 0.007 59.66x2 - 1176.82x + 5848.57

Kukonharju 5 .58 0.210 4.567x2 - 216.955x + 2626.726

Muusantori <5 N/A N/A N/A

Mäkelänkatu 7 .85 0.010 0.7745x2 - 53.5762x + 1218.4373

Ruovedentie (North) <5 N/A N/A N/A

Ruovedentie (South) <5 N/A N/A N/A

Sorinkatu 9 .67 0.016 0.208x2 - 25.329x + 790.109

Töölönlahti 8 .28 0.187 4.374x2 - 242.240x + 3337.897

Vaasa Railway Station (West) 7 .14 0.220 -4.579x + 492.224

Vaasa Railway Station (East) 7 .00 0.283 -6.717x + 963.412

Vakkola 9 .29 0.077 557.7x - 3809.3

Vallilanlaaksonpuisto 16 .22 0.078 0.7885x2 - 68.8565x + 1644.7075

Viilarintie 10 .00 0.528 309.8x + 2132.2

Table 6.2. Summary of the distance regression analyse.
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Fig. 6.1.1. Kriging map from the Hermanninranta site.
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Fig. 6.1.2. Kriging map from the Jätkäsaari (North) site.
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Fig. 6.1.3. Kriging map from the Jätkäsaari (South) site.
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Fig. 6.1.4. Kriging map from the Kauppakuja site.
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Fig. 6.1.5. Kriging map from the Kouvola Railway Station.
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Fig. 6.1.6. Kriging map from the Kotka Railway Station.
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Fig. 6.1.7. Kriging map from the Koulumestari site.
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Fig. 6.1.8. Kriging map from the Mäkelänkatu site.
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Fig. 6.1.9 Kriging map from the Sorinkatu site.
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Fig. 6.2.1 Kriging map from the Vaasa Railway Station.
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Fig. 6.2.2 Kriging map from the Vallilanlaaksonpuisto site.
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Fig. 6.2.3 Kriging map from the Viilarintie site.
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